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Cabral Gold has made major contributions to the community of Cuiú Cuiú in Para, Brazil creating a brighter future for all

Elementary School Renovation

➢ One elementary school exists in the village
to educate children. It had a leaking roof,
poor air flow, and weak electrical wiring.
Cabral completely renovated the school
(top left: post-renovation, cover page: pre-
renovation).

Garbage Collection Service

➢ There was no organized garbage collection
and trash was thrown sporadically in the
village. Cabral initiated a routine garbage
collection service, created a landfill, and
cleaned the streets of litter (bottom right).

Health Care Services

➢ Cuiú Cuiú had no medical staff present to
treat malaria, illnesses, and provide
vaccinations to residents. Cabral built a
nursing station and sponsored doctors to
make house visits to residents in need of
treatment (bottom left).

Local Community Events

➢ Festivals are important for passing on
traditions to future generations and
socializing in the community of Cuiú Cuiú.
Cabral contributes to these events by
supporting them and attending when
possible (top right).
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COVID-19

➢ In the midst of the covid-19 pandemic, the
Cuiú Cuiú community was strongly affected.
Cabral maintains its full ongoing support,
being responsible for providing the only
existing Nursing Station to provide
treatment and medicines.

Police Station

➢ With the active participation of Cabral, the
community now has an advanced police
post, whose implementation has
significantly improved the safety and
harmony of the community.

➢

Health Clinic

➢ Cabral, together with the leaders and
businesses of the community, delivered the
new complete Health Clinic, with capacity
for up to 8 patients to serve the
community.

➢Water Bore

➢ In 2019, Cabral Gold together with Energold
and Pronorte, realized a long-term dream
for Cuiú-Cuiú. Every year the community
faced water rationing in the summer
months. But with the success in drilling a
potable water bore with a depth of 76.5m,
this dream came true.

➢



COVID-19
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Since the Pandemic began, the clinic maintained by Cabral has made more than 1000 medical consultations.



Health Clinic
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This is a very important milestone for health treatments in the community, as readaptation to the "new normal" will 
be necessary due to COVID-19 infections and other diseases common to the regional climate.
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Cabral Gold helped the community in the construction and fitting out of
a nursing clinic. Prior to this there was no specific place for this. With
the installation of the permanent station, Cabral also began to sponsor
full-time nurse, who has served the community masterfully, preventing
outbreaks of malaria, dengue to Covid19— which had been affecting
the region strongly.

Health Services– Nursing Station
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Cabral has sponsored a nurse to remain in the village of Cuiú
Cuiú to educate and monitor patients who are suffering from
illnesses, disease, and require treatment. Frequent Visits by the
Local Health department of Itaituba area sponsored by Cabral.
Previously no doctor was present in the village to help and
assist the ~3,000 residents of the community. Throughout the
year he holds lectures on best practices for maintaining a
healthy lifestyle and how to prevent and fight diseases
commonly found in central Brazil.
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The local school was overdue for a complete renovation as there was dim lighting, no air flow, peeling paint, and a leaky roof

Cabral Gold employed contractors renovate the school above installing fans, new lighting, and fresh paint inside



Elementary School Renovations – New Roof
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The old roof (left)
was rusted and
contained holes
which caused water
to run down the
walls of the school
during the rainy
season. New wiring
was also required
(bottom left). The
roof required a new
frame and panels.

A new roof frame
was constructed
(right) and new
metal roof panels
were bolted down
to waterproof the
school and prevent
any future leaking.
This was all
sponsored by Cabral
Gold.



Elementary School Renovations - After
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Completely renovated local school with a new roof, fans, bright lighting, fresh paint, and smiles all around sponsored by Cabral



Garbage Collection Service - Before
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Cabral Gold provided coordinated & logistical support for the local community of Cuiú Cuiú to clean up the surrounding areas

Result: Cabral excavators were used to gather the garbage and restore the area. This has improved the general safety 
of community residents and surrounding aesthetics, also deterring wildlife from consuming harmful plastics. 



Garbage Collection Service - After
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A landfill and designated area was created to collect and dispose of all the trash which was previously open to the elements

Result: Garbage collection occurs multiple times a week sponsored by Cabral. Trash bins are now provided throughout
the community, resulting in reduction of disease and toxins from burning garbage improving the overall environment.



Water Bore –Potable Water Supply
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The new semi-artesian well is capable of producing
200l/hour of drinking water. A new water tower is
underway to further enhance the quality of water supply
in the community. An independent Solar Power source
and water distribution are planned for 2022.



Supporting Local Cultural Events 
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Cabral supports local cultural events in the community of Cuiú Cuiú whenever possible to ensure traditions are kept alive



Police Station
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Cabral Gold provides facilities and logistical
support for the local police, while awaiting the
new police station to be built.
With the delivery of the Nursing Station/Clinic,
complete, the construction of the new
permanent Police Station will be prioritized. The
land was donated by the community and Cabral
will begin construction in the summer of 2022.
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To Mr. Alan Carter, Cabral Gold, CEO

We have had a great experience with you and sincerely thank you for the services rendered to our 
village Cuiú Cuiú. 

Such as, reforming the Tancredo Neves School, Trash Cleaning, Teachers' Sands Passage, School lunch, 
and sponsorship of the June festivities and community bingo cards. 

As a community we are very grateful for the collaboration and our children who will now have a 
better place to study, thanks to all of the Cabral Gold staff.

Gessica Nayara
Vice President, Community Relations


